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Classificação: Ainda não foi avaliado 
Preço 
Preço base com taxas 43,89 €

Preço de venda com desconto

Preço Venda43,89 €

Desconto 

Ask a question about this product 

Descrição 

Câmara Xiaomi IMILAB A1 HDR 360º

Image resolution: 2K 1296p 3MPX (2304x1296px)
Angle of rotation: horizontally - 360°, vertically - 100°
Night mode: 8 diodes 940nm - range up to 10-15m
IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi

BRAND: Xiaomi

MODEL: CMSXJ19E
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Câmara Xiaomi IMILAB A1 HDR 360º
 

EAN/UPC: 6971085310077

 

Intelligent IP Camera

The Xiaomi Imilab A1 is a completely wireless camera, it can be installed both indoors and outdoors. The wireless design does not require any
form of wiring, which greatly simplifies the installation process. The camera is equipped with bi-directional audio system and Al tracking with
motion detection.

Recordings in the cloud

The Imilab A1 camera has motion detection functions, which is triggered when a human body is detected. When motion is detected, the camera
automatically starts recording and then transfers the video about the memory in the cloud. The video file is stored in the manufacturer's Mi
Cloud.

Self-tracking of moving objects

Thanks to advanced Xiaomi algorithms, Imilab A1 can detect moving objects, automatically track and record their movements, while providing
real-time notifications and videos.

High quality

The camera has been equipped with infrared and IP66 hermetic housing, additionally Xiaomi Imilab A1 has been equipped with F2.6 iris, which
allows the camera to record video in 1080p. The device has a slot for microSD memory cards, you can install up to 64 GB memory card.

SPECIFICATION
Power Supply DC 5V (power supply included)
IP rating IP66
Focal length F2.6
Max. Resolution 2K 1296p 3MPX (]2304x1296px)
On-board storage Slot for microSD memory cards up to 64 GB
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